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town centre was also assessed. 

RTP20 site scored 4 (average score) providing no walkable access to a secondary school, 

leisure centre, and a playing field / open space. It scored 0 (lowest) in terms of proximity to a 

town centre. 

Access and infrastructure – sites should have walkable / good access to a bus stop, a railway station, and a 

good proximity to a strategic highway    

RTP20 site: lowest scores (0) in terms of access to a strategic highway, an existing railway 

station and a bus stop 

Landscape, biodiversity, heritage, and green infrastructure potential 

Landscape: No tree cover, exposed landscape. Mine entrance village with ribbon along road - 

narrow plots mean have to use off site space to create green cores. North west edge penetrated 

with green fingers and ridgeline trees maintain natural skyline. 

Heritage: Setting of old cottages and church retained and enhanced; difficult to enhance 

mineral line route though retained as a pathway. 

Biodiversity: Little potential to enhance habitats except with small scale measures. 

Green infrastructure potential: insufficient space to create 40% greenspace unless 

leave out whole sites or adopt off site spaces and make public (scored 0) 
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Economy 

Job density is very low at 58% (scored -2) and the site has 0 settlements with population size of 

more than 10,000 people within 30 minutes drive-time area. 

Renewable energy potential 

The site has very good wind resource (over 7m/s at 10m hub height) 

Good potential for ground source heating. 

Near woodland. There is a small wind farm nearby. 

Site capabilities 

RTP20 is capable of delivering about 586 dwellings at 40dph on 60% of the developable site 

area – below the threshold indicated in the Call for Sites notice. 
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Assessment result 

The total score achieved by RTP20 site is very low at 6.5 affected by no walkable access to 

some of the services, poor transport links, low job density in the area, and difficulties of providing 

sufficient GI on-site. The site is too small to provide a secondary school on its own. As a result it 

is recommended that this site is dropped. 
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Standalone sites 

1.2 The following sites are large scale standalone sites that may have sufficient capacity to be 

developed as self-contained eco-communities. Their scores are somewhat lower compared 

to the sites located on edges of urban settlements because of no walkable access to 

services, however they are capable of providing these services due to the large size. 

Table Error! No text of specified style in document..10 Site RTP5 

Site details 

Site name: RTP5 Land at Killiow Estate, Playing Place, Truro 

Site area: RTP5 174.99 hectares; after showstoppers – 66.71 hectares 

Current use: RTP5 Other: Mixed agricultural land, woodlands and golf course surrounding 

various owned and let properties.  There are also other non-owned 

properties within the boundary. 

Ownership: RTP5 Single 

Location 

 

Access to services – sites should be located in close proximity (walkable distance) to as wide a range of facilities as 
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possible: health centre/GP, primary school, secondary school, leisure centre, and playing field/open space. Proximity to a nearest 

town centre was also assessed. 

RTP5 site scored 3 (average score) in terms of access to services with walkable distance to a 

primary school and a health centre. It scored 1 (low) in terms of proximity to a town centre. 

Access and infrastructure – sites should have walkable / good access to a bus stop, a railway station, and a 

good proximity to a strategic highway    

RTP5 site: high scores in terms of access to an existing bus stop and proximity to a strategic 

highway 

Landscape, biodiversity, heritage, and green infrastructure potential 

Landscape: Historic estate in moderate condition with enclosed wooded valley to north + open 

arable to south on higher ground. Woodland divides site. Good mature landscape features to 

contain and add value to place. Maintain key views to church and House. 

Heritage: Church and House/ Estate Buildings have good potential to add patina and core 

stability to new settlement (score +1). But loss of whole estate authenticity /integrity has impact 

(score -1) so total score is zero. 

Biodiversity: Woodland apprears recent and designed for game so potential to improve with 

varuious habitats including wet grassland. marsh and woodland and dry woodland. 

Green infrastructure potential: Possible clusters of development with strong green fingers and 

trails between (disrupted by Bolotho Farm which needs masterplanning into the design). 
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Economy 

Job density is very high at 78% (scored 2) and the site has seven settlements with population 

size of more than 10,000 people within 30 minutes drive-time area providing potential to link to 

their economies. 

Renewable energy potential 

The site have potential for wind energy generation 

Good potential for ground source heating  

Woodland on-site; large pond on-site, could be suitable for water source heating. Small stream 

on site, potentially suitable for hydro. 

Site capabilities 

RTP5 is capable of delivering about 1,601 dwellings at 40dph on 60% of the developable site 

area. 
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Unfortunately an investigation of how the agricultural Grade 1 and Grade 2 land is distributed on 

the site due to its large area has shown that the site may not be deliverable as high quality 

agricultural land cuts through it leaving developable areas disintegrated on its edges as shown 

on the map below: 
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Assessment result 

The total score achieved by RTP5 site is 28.5 and the site overall would have provided an 

interesting opportunity for a standalone eco-development. Unfortunately having adopted the high 

quality agricultural land as a planning showstopper for development, the assessment has shown 

that the site is not deliverable as the remaining developable area – though still sufficiently large – 

falls apart into separate blocks with no linkages. As a result it is recommended that this site is 

dropped. 

 

Table Error! No text of specified style in document..11 Site RTP8 

Site details 

Site name: RTP8 Land at Degembris and Nancmear Farms, Mitchell 

Site area: RTP8 142.08 hectares; after showstoppers – 141.58 hectares 

Current use: RTP8 Agricultural 

Ownership: RTP8 Single 

Location 
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Access to services – sites should be located in close proximity (walkable distance) to as wide a range of facilities as 

possible: health centre/GP, primary school, secondary school, leisure centre, and playing field/open space. Proximity to a nearest 

town centre was also assessed. 

RTP8 site scored 0 (lowest score) providing no walkable access to all services listed above. It 

scored 0 (lowest) in terms of proximity to a town centre. 

Access and infrastructure – sites should have walkable / good access to a bus stop, a railway station, and a 

good proximity to a strategic highway    

RTP8 site: average scores in terms of access to a strategic highway and a nearest bus stop, a 

low score (1) in terms of access to an existing railway station. 

The A30 road is dual carriageway near this site, with a grade-separated junction for A3076.  It is 

suggested that the main access for the site would need to be via a new junction on the A3076 

north of the A30 junction to minimise traffic passing through Mitchell village 

Landscape, biodiversity, heritage, and green infrastructure potential 
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Landscape: Southern parts are very visible from Mitchell village and A30. Potential skyline 

issues so judicious planting as part of GI is needed. 

Heritage: Neutral - no significant effects. 

Biodiversity: Large potential to enhance western and north greenspace for wildlife conjoining 
the wooded valleys. 

Green infrastructure potential: Broad green road to ridgeline and valley walks link to country 

park to west. Large greens provide foacl points. Use green gap between village and site (off 

site) but allow access across it. 

 

 

Economy 

Job density is very high at 82% (scored 3) and the site has 6 settlements with population size of 

more than 10,000 people within 30 minutes drive-time area that may provide employment 

opportunities to link to. 

Renewable energy potential 

The site does not have sufficient wind resource. 

Good potential for ground source heating. 

Woodland on-site. Situated near sewage farm and close to a wind farm. River running along 
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edge of site could be suitable for hydro. 

Site capabilities 

RTP8 is capable of delivering about 3,398 dwellings at 40dph on 60% of the developable site 

area. The number of dwellings could be increased if some of the GI was provided outside the 

site boundary or more land became available outside the site boundary as a result of 

development. 

 

 

 

Assessment result 

The total score achieved by RTP8 site is average at 18.5. The site is capable of supporting its 
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own services. The site is located in an area with high job density within 30 minutes drive time. As 

a result it is recommended that this site is shortlisted for a standalone eco-community 

development. 

 

Table Error! No text of specified style in document..12 Site RTP9 

Site details 

Site name: RTP9 Land at Ruthvoes and Quoit Farms, St Columb 

Site area: RTP9 141.37 hectares; after showstoppers – 139.73 hectares 

Current use: RTP9 Agricultural 

Ownership: RTP9 Single 

Location 
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Access to services – sites should be located in close proximity (walkable distance) to as wide a range of facilities as 

possible: health centre/GP, primary school, secondary school, leisure centre, and playing field/open space. Proximity to a nearest 

town centre was also assessed. 

RTP9 site scored 3 (average score) providing no walkable access to a primary school, a 

secondary school, and a leisure centre. It scored 0 (lowest) in terms of proximity to a town 

centre. 

Access and infrastructure – sites should have walkable / good access to a bus stop, a railway station, and a 

good proximity to a strategic highway    

RTP9 site: high score in terms of access to a strategic highway; average scores in terms of 

access to a nearest bus stop and an existing railway station. 

A30 is dual carriageway near the site with a grade-separated junction for A3076 for A39.  Main 

access could be from A39 roundabout to the north, potential access from south (with bridges 

over and under the railway) but would put traffic through Toldish. 

Landscape, biodiversity, heritage, and green infrastructure potential 

Landscape: Shallow valley to south and gentle south slope north of narrow wooded stream. 

Good potential for linkage and contained visually. North section should stay undeveloped to 

prvent coalescence. 

Heritage: Ruthvose village gives mature centre to south quarter. 

Biodiversity: Downhill of Goss Moor but unlikely to affect it. Potential wooded valleys and scrub 
to build natural areas – scrub neutral grassland and broadleaf wood. 

Green infrastructure potential: GI builds on valley woodland and scrub and provides spaces 

for allotments and recreation field. 
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Economy 

Job density is very high at 88% (scored 3) and the site has 6 settlements with population size of 

more than 10,000 people within 30 minutes drive-time area that may provide employment 

opportunities to link to. 

Renewable energy potential 

The site does not have sufficient wind resource. 

Good potential for ground source heating. 

There is an industrial estate at St. Columb Major that may provide an opportunity for a CHP 

scheme. 

Woodland on-site. River on site could be suitable for hydro. 

Site capabilities 

RTP9 is capable of delivering about 3,354 dwellings at 40dph on 60% of the developable site 

area. The number of dwellings could be increased if some of the GI was provided outside the 

site boundary or more land became available outside the site boundary as a result of 
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development. 

 

 

 

Assessment result 

The total score achieved by RTP9 site is average at 25. The site is capable of supporting its own 

services. The site is located in an area with high job density within 30 minutes drive time. As a 

result it is recommended that this site is shortlisted for a standalone eco-community 

development. 
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Table Error! No text of specified style in document..13 Site RTP10 

Site details 

Site name: RTP10 Land at Trenerry Farm, St Allen 

Site area: RTP10 129.66 hectares; after showstoppers – 129.23 hectares 

Current use: RTP10 Agricultural 

Ownership: RTP10 Single 

Location 
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Access to services – sites should be located in close proximity (walkable distance) to as wide a range of facilities as 

possible: health centre/GP, primary school, secondary school, leisure centre, and playing field/open space. Proximity to a nearest 

town centre was also assessed. 

RTP10 site scored 0 (lowest score) providing no walkable access to all of the services listed 

above. It scored 0 (lowest) in terms of proximity to a town centre. 

Access and infrastructure – sites should have walkable / good access to a bus stop, a railway station, and a 

good proximity to a strategic highway    

RTP10 site: high score in terms of access to a strategic highway; average and low scores in 

terms of access to a nearest bus stop and an existing railway station. 

A30 is single carriageway (dual stops at Carland Cross 2km to east and re-starts at Chiverton 

Cross about 10km to west) near the site.  The site would probably need a new roundabout on 

A30 for access.  This may have major concerns from HA about more traffic using this section of 

the A30 which is already a capacity constraint causing long delays.  A solution may be the 

potential to dual the 2km to the east. Plans to dual the whole section have been around for years 

but the scheme has been withdrawn from the HA's Programme of Major Schemes. 

Landscape, biodiversity, heritage, and green infrastructure potential 

Landscape: Careful retention of skyline vegetation to hill tops and A30 using these as core 

greenspace and edge treatment will be necessary. Use the valley as a core woodland spine and 

extend into site. 

Heritage: No significant elements. 

Biodiversity: Potential to build habitat links using green space - linking woodland and 
surrounding cultivated land. 

Green infrastructure potential: SUDS potential to wooded valley. GI provides walking and 

recreation space too (scored 6). 
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Economy 

Job density is very high at 81% (scored 3) and the site has 7 settlements with population size of 

more than 10,000 people within 30 minutes drive-time area that may provide employment 

opportunities to link to. 

Renewable energy potential 

The site does not have sufficient wind resource, however further investigation may be required 

as part of the site is the top of a hill. 

Good potential for ground source heating. 

Woodland nearby. River at edge of site, could be suitable for hydro. There is a wind farm nearby. 

Site capabilities 

RTP10 is capable of delivering about 3,101 dwellings at 40dph on 60% of the developable site 

area. The number of dwellings could be increased if some of the GI was provided outside the 

site boundary or more land became available outside the site boundary as a result of 

development. 
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Assessment result 

The total score achieved by RTP10 site is average at 21.5. The site is capable of supporting its 

own services. The site is located in an area with high job density within 30 minutes drive time. As 

a result it is recommended that this site is shortlisted for a standalone eco-community 

development. 
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